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Please read by
August 2, 2018

Agenda
GLOC Board Meeting Minutes Thursday, July 5,
General Meeting, August 2, 2018, 7:30 p.m.

2018

*Greeting/Introductions
*Minutes from November
*Treasurer & Committee Reports
*Old Business
*Announcements/Brags
*Adjourn

Attendees-Teresa Barney, Jeannine Beer, Kat
Potthoff, Mary Schweitzer, Katie Schwartz,
Kim Kempkes, Jessica Bruns and Sherry
Tomes.

The Barker is a monthly publication by and
about the Greater Lincoln Obedience Club,
its members and events. Provided free by
email to all club members, past issues are
available on the glocdogs.org web site in the
members’
area.
To
submit
brags,
announcements,
articles,
or
other
information,
email
the
editor
at
glocthebarker@gmail.com. GLOC’s physical
address is 5740 Johanna Road. The mailing
address is P.O. Box 84031, Lincoln, NE
68501.

REMINDER: Barker Deadline

Just a friendly reminder, the Barker deadline to
make certain that something will be included is
5 p.m. on the 15th of the month. You can submit
things after that but they may not be printed
until the next month.

Meeting was called to order at 6:05. First asking
about review of errors in the minutes. Reported
some errors in board member list, incorrect
names and addresses, Martha will work on this,
there may be a glitch or difficulty correcting
this, or may go back and work on the template.
No one has read the minutes, so will ask for any
corrections at next month’s visit.
Treasurer report:
Jeannine reported that June was a very good
month, income was $28,509.95. $10,220 was
from SCC, $17,150 from the trial. Expenses of
$10,271.86 includes our rent, April trial that we
paid, June trial, and we paid our accountant.
June trial has not come through, asked for a
discount due to mix-up there. At that trial we
requested the new contracts within 4-6 weeks,
but we don’t have those yet. $4,000 estimate,
floating for the Speedway, but not subtracted.
When Jeannine says expenses she means what
has cleared in that month. Kat asking for
tentative income for June, Jeannine will figure
this out and let her know this.
Net for the month was $18,238.09. End Of
Month balance was $67,033.49. Float right
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now, we have $8,286.58, of which $4,000 is the
estimate for Speedway, and also some AKC
fees. Jeannine statied she will hassle some
people about their outstanding checks, out there
since last year.
Pam has some old checks, Leath has not cashed
a check for his mileage rental for the trailer for
the NADAC equipment, so some stuff is still
out there. Teresa reported that she has a close
out notice from AKC trial so their check should
be clearing soon. Kat would like to see what the
specific entries are from the trial, such as what
classes, and the judge’s report, so that we could
track year to year. Jeannine has trial report, she
can figure the information out, using software,
no problem.
Kat says we need to give last call for all June
bills at meeting tonight. Jeannine says one bill
out for food from Victoria, maybe Lesley has
outstanding bill also. With the $4,000 estimate
out, June trial cleared $6,875. We have $10,000
profit from our trials. So much depends on
whether it is a 2 or 3 day trial, and if you are
flying a judge in from the East coast, and not
paying trial sec’y also, as this costs $1000$1250. Sherry moved to accept the treasurer
report, Mary seconded.
Could not approve last month’s meeting
minutes, as there was not a quorum present,
need to have at least 50% of the elected officers
present.
May minutes approved at this time, Jeannine
moves, Sherry seconds. Teresa says we will go
over June’s minutes next month.
Obedience report, Teresa reported with Alicia
home sick, she sent in the following:
Classes are running a little rough due to the
heat. Last session’s make-up sessions are
bleeding into this session. Liz Trainor will be
teaching the tricks class, Kim is teaching Tues
night Obedience Level 1 class. Would be
helpful if Kim had an instructor key, also the
reactive dog she was working with on Sat is not
participating due to the heat. Obedience Level 2
class is very large.

Review of when this session’s classes are
starting, some this week. Others next week due
to 4th of July holiday, so Wed. classes start next
week.
Corresponding sec’y report – Kim
Reported a was card sent to Alicia and Marcy
since losing their sister; still waiting on some
info from Pat Guticz for what she would like in
honor of Harry. Kat gave card to Pat at the
funeral, also a plant from the Club. Pat has
fallen again, had to go to the doctor, injury to
her face, so we will send her another card.
Pam’s son, Luke, had to have a 2nd surgery.
Pam’s husband has had to have injections, for
fungus in eye. Kerri Paulsen’s grandmother had
some health issues, put her down for a card.
Kat’s heart grandma Annie is back in the
nursing home, fell and had hip surgery. Teresa’s
dad has bone marrow CA, given 3 years to live,
aggressive and rare form. Going through chemo,
hoping no side effects, but he is giving it a try.
Robin Bonge planning to have more surgery, in
August. Cheryl Griffith’s daughter Alison, had
surgery. Sent cards to all.
Kat –Sport’s director report:
Wahoo 2019 facility contract rec’d. Will check
with Judy Vitamvas, maybe have received
something from Speedway Sporting Village,
and their bill from June. Working on checking
with other available judges, and put feelers out
to get 2020 going, asking others for input for
2021, want to check on judges close to us, and
look at bottom line and our profits for travel
expenses. Like Candy who judged for us at
AKC trial, another recommendation is Mike
Conroy, an East coast judge, for CPE. We like
local judges. People are thinking about
Nationals, and the judge is important. Sherry
reported the trial she attended in Minnesota, had
1 ring set up and going, this went well, would
like to see how this was done. Thinking about
getting CPE judges who are provisional, Mary
stated that competitors will not come if it is a
provisional judge, one who has not been fully
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licensed, maybe have not done enough judging
yet, and need oversight by a licensed judge.
Hard on people are going for championships
and wanting double Qs, they want a fully
licensed judge and to have no errors or
questions afterwards. Everyone liked our March
judge, Abby Hanson. Last November our judge
was Kimberly Stumpf. We liked the judge,
though the courses were not hers since she came
in as a sub judge. Sub tweaked the courses and
did a good job.
Awards and ribbons are now being worked on,
bars were done; need to order more ribbons,
especially AKC, Kerri handling this. Judy
Vitamvas got Kat some clean runs to read over
and get additional ideas for special topics, or
sessions, etc . There was an article about
contacts, when they are rubberized,
recommended to never paint this, this takes the
cushion away, although manufacturer said to do
this. Omaha did this with their GOAG ones.
Maybe just some mottle painting to see the
contacts some, Kat has done this, and judge will
want to make sure the dogs can see the contacts,
nothing decided yet.
Though we had some conflicts with other trials,
one in Iowa lost their AC in the building, not
sure how they did.
Kat tried to get the list of corrected sessions 6,
7, 8, in order to get our instructors designated,
Terese is on vacation, Kat hasn’t gotten this yet,
Some classes added and switched around, will
follow up with this.
Judge does have the 2020 dates, sent to Candy
by Kat. Need to think about trial chairs for after
Oct/Nov trials. We do have the Oct and Nov
games listed with the appropriate organization,
but for 2019, need to know who is thinking
about volunteering, Kat needs to know what
months would work for individuals, and other
volunteer responsibilities you have with the
club, may need to switch things around. Would
like to get March and April trial chairs decided.
Lisa is coming in as trial sec’y for Oct.,
Jeannine is going to work with her. Will keep
communication open for March. Sherry is

willing to co-chair for CPE in April. Kim may
help, but is going to wait and see how Oct. goes.
NADAC trials have now earned $800+, getting
close to $1000 paid off for the purchase of the
used contacts, A-frame and the dog-walk, have
to pay back for these. Jeannine informed that we
need to call these trials for tax purposes, and not
show ‘n go. Not sure how much earned so far
from the trials, $697 per Jeannine, except
possibly higher, does not look like this number
includes last fall’s trial.
Not sure when next NADAC trial will be, Leath
has to check with NADAC, possibly Sept/Oct.,
he is working to find an open weekend. Kansas
people will come if they get the date set in time,
they did not get the information in time for the
recent trial. Jeannine reported the actual total
from all NADAC trials is $877.46.
Mary reported ongoing problems, same issues
already reported, people not cleaning up in
building after dogs, lights left on, reporting all
kinds of messes found in building before picnic,
and then also again the next morning. Mary
printed out list with dates, everything that has
been found and reported, and stating not
everywhere has even been written down.
Marilyn is sending along a lot of this
information, as she found a lot of the problems
and dog accidents. When they came in on the
25th of June, there was pee everywhere, some
dogs had marked all over; west door not locked.
People who come out early spend a lot of time
cleaning up before they can even get started.
Dogs seem to be running around with no one
watching them. Reported that GLOC is lawless.
Jeannine is working on getting the checklist up,
but others voicing concerns that people will also
ignore this. Hard to know if only small dogs, or
large also, multiple people or the same ones.
Also having to reposition equipment when
coming in, gates/etc are not put back, and still
building is not always locked. And using up a
lot of our clean up materials, cost to the club.
Suggestion that we need to rethink security
cameras. We still do not know who has some
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keys, Kat will look into this. Teresa is going to
find out if the landlord might be willing to bear
some of the cost, as he should want his building
secure, at least ask him about this. Discussion
and questions for how to set up the cameras,
contracts, etc., plan to look into these.
Teresa asked about Harry’s memorial, Kat has
heard from Pat, she has given permission for
part of the funds to be used for obedience or
agility equipment. Will be mentioned at general
meeting, we need to know who has donated
directly to the club, and get list to Pat. She has
indicated that she is in favor of some way to
have some recognition at the Nov trial,
something in the premium. Kat hasn’t heard
back about some of the suggestions, wants to
get okay from Pat. And tentatively Linda from
CPE has given her approval on that. Will move
forward when we hear back from Pat, for more
specifics on recognition. Harry was big on
NADAC, per Pat. Maybe at our trial can give
special Q ribbon, or NE National CPE ribbons,
in his memory. NADAC has recognized Harry
for his lifetime support and accomplishments,
and awarded him a founder’s plaque while he
was still living.
Teresa suggested that on July 14th we have a
GLOC event at the Bingo Hall, and have a
fellowship night. This is at 4400 N Superior St.
She will announce via email, wanting to get a
head count. No drinking there, so do all your
drinking beforehand. 6:30 is early bird, 7:30
regular bingo. $11 is least amount to play, for
this you get early bird games, followed by ½ hr.
break, then you also get all of the usual games
for the rest of the night. Get there by 6 to get
your cards. You can win money, there is a raffle
to win prizes also. $100 for regular games, other
and black games are worth more, up to $1000.
Can play machines, and not paper, then the
minimum for this would be $27.
Jessica offered a shed to the club that is in her
back yard, willing to donate this to GLOC, need
to tear down a fence to get to it, and this might

be rotten underneath, and needs sanded down
and repainted. Can maybe set it up outside our
building, put the agility equipment in it, or use it
for something else. It is sturdy wood, with a
floor. Pam has said she can jack it up, and has a
trailer to load it onto, Jessica’s neighbor also
can help. Will have to get permission from the
city, to move it to a new location and then some
type building permit. Concern that the shed
might be blown around with strong winds, but
Jessica says that it is solid, has never been
moved by any weather conditions before.
Probably need someone with engineering
background to figure out what risks are. Jessica
is going to start by finding out permit
information from the city.
Discussion on whether Kim will be given an
instructor key or not. Commenting that it is not
fair to volunteers or anyone involved, to give
responsibility if they are not first observed, and
given assistance, and oversight by someone
more experienced, unsure if this is happening.
In the past Club rule had been that no one could
teach until they had earned a current obedience
title, at least minimum of a CD title with your
dog. Jeannine saying that if we go by this we
would have to cut classes, as we don’t have the
experienced people to teach. If she can’t have a
key, probably should not be having her teach on
her own, considering if someone can come in
and provide some supervision and assistance for
the class, maybe Alicia or some other
experienced person. Teresa can possibly do this,
except for being out of town for some of the
classes. Decision to hold on right now with the
instructor key. Mary can also come in and help
or watch during the class. Motion to approve,
Jessica first, Mary seconds.
GLOC General meeting minutes, July 5, 2018

Attendance at General Meeting
Jenna Dirkschneider, Evangeline Stuck, Eileen
VanLent, JuLee Vincent, Julia Nawrocki,
Teresa Barney, Jessica Bruns, Mary Schweitzer,
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Jennifer Brown, Kim Kempkes, Jeannine Beer,
Sherry Tomes, Judy Vitamvas, Kat Potthoff,
Katie Schwartz and Pam Eckstein.
Meeting was called to order at 7:38. One item
needing to review was the May minutes from
the Barker, if no corrections, motion to approve
the minutes, Judy V. moving, Jennifer Brown
seconded. June minutes, will be checking that
board members information is correct, have
noted some errors in the list. Will check with
Martha that she can make these corrections,
sometimes not easy if a template was used. Judy
Vitamvas reported that Chris Sumner wants to
get the trial chair name added to list of contacts,
for AKC trial for Oct., and possibly then do this
for all trials.
Jeannine gave the treasurer’s report, income for
June was $28,509.95, including SCC classes
and June trial. Our expenses were $10,271.86.
Jeannine reporting that June was a very good
month, income was $28,509.95. $10,220 was
from SCC, $17,150 from the trial. Expenses of
$10, 271.86 includes our rent, April trial that we
paid, paid our acct. June trial has not come
through, asked for a discount due to mix-up
there. At that trial we requested the new
contracts within 4-6 wks, but we don’t have
those yet. $4,000 estimate, floating for the
Speedway, but not subtracted. Kat asked for
tentative income for June, Jeannine will figure
this out.
Net for the month was $18,238.09 End Of
Month balance was $67,033.49. Float right
now, we have $8,286.58, $4,000 is the estimate
for Speedway, and also some AKC fees.
Jeannine stated she will hassle some people
about their outstanding checks out there since
last year. Jessica moved to approve, Judy
seconded.
Jeannine asked if anyone has put cash in the box
in the last couple of weeks, found $19 or so. No
one really knows, so without information this
will be a donation.

Corresponding sec’y report – Kim sent a card to
Alicia and Marcy for their sister; card to Pat
Guticz, she fell, has a shiner, face-planted into a
pole. Pam’s son, Luke had surgery, had to have
a 2nd surgery. Pam’s husband has had to have
injections, for fungus in the eye. Kerri Paulsen’s
grandmother had some health issues, Kat’s heart
grandma Annie is back in the nursing home, fell
and had hip surgery. Teresa’s dad has bone
marrow CA, given 3 years to live, aggressive
and rare form, going through chemo, hoping no
side effects. Robin Bonge planning to have
more surgery, in August. Cheryl Griffith’s
daughter Alison, had surgery.
Obedience report-Alicia is home sick with a
cold, emailed info to Teresa that classes are
running a little rough due to the heat. Last
sessions make-up sessions are bleeding into this
session. Liz Trainor will be teaching the tricks
class, Kim is teaching Tues night Obedience
Level 1 class. The reactive dog she was working
with on Saturdays is not participating due to the
heat. Obedience Level 2 class is very large. If
you can help teach or assist with the classes this
would be very helpful. Obedience 2 is Monday
at 8 PM, could use help with this class. Sat at 9
to help assist Teresa also would be appreciated.
Sports Director
Kat said we got the Wahoo facility contracts.
Judy Vitamvas reported Speedway contracts just
signed for AKC trial for March and June of
2019, now goes back to him to sign. Hoping to
get these signed within 4-6 weeks, and get this
finalized. Also we have not gotten the June
facility bill, Judy will bring this up to him when
she has contact again. Chris has signed check
already. Last contract needed is for 2019, for
Lancaster Event Center, Kat requested to get
this ASAP, Judy stated that they send this in
January. Kat asked if we can get this earlier, but
Judy stated not sure, they have this on
automatic. And a reminder to everyone to get in
any outstanding bills needed from the June trial,
this is the very last call.
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We need AKC and CPE judges
recommendations, let everyone know anyone
you like, taking suggestions, we have liked
Abby and Candy for AKC; maybe Mike
Conroy, Carl Johnson, names that have been
mentioned. Kim Stumpf, Cheryl Solinski, CPE
judges.
Trial chairs for 2019, want to start discussing
with those interested in any of these, Sherry will
help with April CPE, please get in your name if
you have any interest.
Report on NADAC, 3 trials, profit of $877.46,
paying off the dog walk and A-frame, almost
paid off ($1,000 due). Sept or Oct possibly will
be next NADAC trial, will talk to Leath, and
pass along the information when it is known.
Everyone is welcome for the NADAC trials,
new member Lynette came with Bandit did 3
events, started well, providing good training,
and able to face new challenges such as when
your dog is first off leash. If you just want to
practice, can ask them to close the gate, this is
allowed when you don’t plan to send in the
video for judging. For NADAC they have to
have entry/exit points and gates are left open,
but just for fun, gates are closed.
Kat and Teresa have started with live streaming
at our trials, this helps with increased public
interest, some of our videos hitting 500 views,
which is amazing. This lets people know what
GLOC is doing, and that they also can come out
and have fun with their dogs. These videos are
posted on GLOC’s FB public page if you would
like to see them.
Barn hunt events, Oct. there will be a workshop,
will let everyone know the date, can sign up
through SCC, and also open to club members;
nose work has class coming up, will send out
more information for this once it is decided,
whether level 1, 2, etc.
Reviewing of continued problem with building
cleaning and caretaking, showing Mary’s
calendar, and problems found. She comes in the
morning to train, found pee in ring 1, outside the

ring by the table, Friday, pee by the table; poop
in ring 2 from a small dog. So we are not doing
well. Teresa is going to look into security
system estimates to check out the costs, and/or
wifi monitoring. Teresa has cleaned up poop in
ring 1 when she arrived today. While the idea
of revoking everyone keys so we don’t have this
problem is drastic, and we don’t want to punish
those who are not responsible, but are
considering this. Jeannine is getting checklist
developed, and will get this up ASAP. It’s on
your honor, if you are the last one to sign in, and
someone notices that’s there is poop in the ring,
guess who’s getting the phone call. Also sign
off that you’ve locked the doors, turned off the
lights, putting it back the way you found it, etc.
Mary adding all the issues found, people not
cleaning up in building after dogs, lights left on.
Do not have to have internet connection to put
up the cameras. Mary pointing out that it is not
like this in other places, some don’t give keys
out like we do, not sure what all other groups
do. Appears that people are not watching their
dogs. Cameras are motion-sensor, not on all the
time. Need to remind people to take their dogs
out as soon as they arrive for class. Kat has
posted this on our FB member’s page to let
everyone know of the information, Teresa will
send out email.
Teresa has suggestion that July 14th have GLOC
at Superior Bingo Hall, fellowship night. This is
at 4400 N Superior St. She will announce all
about this via email, wanting to get a head
count. Starts at 6:30 early bird games, 7:30
regular bingo. $11 is least amount you will pay,
for this you get early bird games, followed by ½
hr. break, then you also get all of the usual
games for the rest of the night. Goes to about
10:15. You can ‘daub’, or use their machines,
this is then $27. Fun to get everyone out and do
something. We have done art painting ($25),
Bingo is something different, and inexpensive.
Tailgate somewhere first, no smoking or
drinking at the building. Teresa will send out
email, hope to get good number to attend. You
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can win money, there is a raffle to win prizes
also. $100 for regular games, extra and black
games are worth more, up to $1000.
Blessing of the animals that we have been
invited to is last weekend in July, we were
invited to Methodist Church, 42nd and A. We
can have table up to pass out GLOC
information, and have our pets blessed also.
Brags – Evangeline and Jenna reporting that
Minor did very well in UKC premier in
Kalamazoo, in June. They have several different
shows, confirmation and performance, if you get
a win in confirmation and a qualifying score in
performance, you go on to total dog show, and
Minor did this in rally, and got to participate in
the show. In Herding group for Total dog Minor
got a group 2nd out of 24 dogs. This past
weekend went to another UKC trial, Red Pine
Kennel Club, in Minnesota, Jenna got a best in
Jr. handler’s one day, and there were a lot of Jr.
handlers there. And we got a bunch of high end
trial jrs for their rally trial as well at same show.
Lots of bling! Minor also got a high end trial on
Sunday, and by far our proudest achievement,
on the same day, with 2 rings going, he got a
Reserve Best in Show in Ring 1, also in Ring 2.
He is a Grand Champion in confirmation, and
he’s gotten other recent recognition as well!
Judy Vitamvas reported that Ikon finished his
Open Standard at our trial, and got his first
excellent Jumpers Leg. Blaze only has 56 more
pts. this month.
Jessica reported that Bella competed in her very
first AKC trial in June, and got 3/6, 50%.
Jeannine reported that Pappy at same trial, did 8
runs, had the zoomies at first, qualified in 3 runs
that day, ¾, and did the same on the next day.
Errors were handler error on the one he didn’t
get, overall he did great, and ran well!

Sherry reported that she and Renley went to first
traveling trial in Minnesota, he did really well,
he got 7/10!
Rufus also competed in his first AKC trial,
which was our June trial, following some
confusion for what days he was signed up for,
qualified in ¾ of the runs he competed in!
Rikokin has his 10th birthday on July 13th!
Bella’s birthday is July 20th! Jennifer reported
that Leia got a new brother, Hank. Leia is
adjusting to having him around.
Upcoming Events: Dog Splash is August 19.
Bark in the Park is August 26. Still do not know
if we are allowed to bring dogs on other days
during the summer.
Dog Bowl is Sept. 2, 5-9PM.
Pam brought 2 rats this evening, can have your
dog try instinct training and work on skills.
Evangeline shared that they are still soliciting
donations for the award fund for Obedience
trials, if you want to memorialize or honor a pet.
Jeannine moved to adjourn, and Katie seconded.
Obedience and Rally Trial Award Fund	
  
GLOC has now started an Obedience and Rally
Trial Award Fund. There is a form at the end of
the newsletter to fill out if you want to
contribute. If you have questions about the
fund, talk to Evangeline Stuck.
Best Choice Labels
There is a can for the Best Choice labels on the
office desk. Once a year these labels are sent to
the corporate office in return for $$$ for our
general fund!! “Let’s Pack the Can!”
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It is with great sorrow and pain that tell you that
Cassie died. She was in the paddock less than
two hours and when I went to get her She was
gone. Thanks for all the words of love and
understanding. Dan

Gallery of Brags
If you have a new puppy/dog announcement, a
brag, or just some great pictures of your dog(s),
submit them to the Barker for inclusion in our
Gallery of Brags. Send your items to
glocthebarker@gmail.com. Our deadline is the
15th of the month but for pics of puppies, we
always make an exception.
So far in 2018, Digby has been to two UKC
Nosework trial weekends and two AKC Scent
Work trial weekends. In UKC, he got his last
novice interior leg to finish that element and that
also finished his Novice Nosework title. He
then went on to finish all four elements at the
advanced level for his Advanced Nosework
title, and earn one leg in superior level
containers. So in UKC that makes him AN PTS
Buffalo Creek's Beau Geste.
In AKC, he earned the three legs in the novice
buried element to finish his overall Scent Work
Novice title, and finished the advanced level
interior and exterior elements, and the excellent
level container element. He also has two legs
towards the advanced buried element. So that
should now make his AKC titles CT Buffalo
Creek's Beau Geste RAE HSAs NJP NFP SWN
SIA SEA SCE.
At 14 years old, I assume every trial we go to
will be his last -- but so far I'm happy to have
been proven wrong multiple times.
Mary Kramer

Volunteer Pupportunities
Instructors and assistants always needed for
obedience and agility classes. Contact Kat at
glocsportsdirector@gmail.com.
It’s that time of year again: If you arrive at the
building to find the walkways are slick or snowcovered, you can claim time spent cleaning the
snow off or sprinkling de-icer as volunteer
hours.
There is a box at the GLOC building on the
table in the office. Next to the box is a
notebook. If you find yourself with a few idle
minutes, look in the box and find a quick chore.
Make sure, if you complete a task that you write
it down in the notebook. These are quick and
easy tasks that will contribute to your volunteer
hours.
Check for other volunteer pupportunities in the
GLOC calendar. If you have a pupportunity for
GLOC members to volunteer, submit it to the
Barker to be included.
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Contact List:

Pupcoming Events
Monthly membership meeting – Thursday,
August 2, 2018 @ 7:30 p.m.
Barker deadline Wednesday, August 15
Dog Splash August 19
Bark in the Park August 26
Dog Bowl September 2, 5-9 p.m.

Teresa Barney, President –
glocpresident@gmail.com
Chris Sumner, Vice President –
glocvicepresident@gmail.com
Katie Schwartz, Recording Secretary –
kschwartz@neb.rr.com
Jeannine Beer, Treasurer –
gloctreasurer@gmail.com
Kim Kempkes, Corresponding Secretary –
kimkempkes15@gmail.com
Kat Potthoff, Dog Sports Director –
glocsportsdirector@gmail.com
Alicia Graybill, Obedience Training Director –
a_graybill@yahoo.com
Judy Vitamvas. Past President –
JAVlincoln@aol.com
Board Members (continuing):
Jessica Bruns – jbruns81@hotmail.com
JuLee Vincent – newportjulee@aol.com
Board Member (new):
Sherry Tomes – tomes.sherry@gmail.com
Terese Pirl, Registrar –
gloctraindirector@gmail.com
Andy Fritzinger, Building Maintenance –
glocbuilding@gmail.com
Terese Pirl, Membership –
glocmembership@gmail.com
Robin Bonge, Volunteer –
glocvolunteer@gmail.com
Martha Anderson, Barker Editor –
glocthebarker@gmail.com

GLOC OBEDIENCE AND RALLY TRIAL AWARDS FUND
Please support the GLOC Obedience and Rally Trial with your gift!
The Awards fund will allow GLOC to offer prizes and awards for class placements and
specialty titles. Would you like to memorialize or honor a beloved pet or special friend?
Those contributing will have their name appear in the obedience trial catalog with our
appreciation. *We would ask that you contribute at least at the Class Supporter level.
Please Provide Your Gift By October 15th
Yes! I want to contribute to the GLOC Obedience and Rally Trial Awards Fund.
Enclosed is my gift at the following level (please enter dollar amount):
Class Supporter $10.00 – $25.00
st

th

Total:

(These awards go toward 1 through 4 placements in each of the obedience/rally classes
offered)

Specialty Titles Supporter $30.00 - $50.00 Total:
(These awards go toward the Highest Scoring Obedience Dog, Highest Scoring Dog in Utility
and Open, Highest Scoring Dog in Rally Advance and Excellent. Along with special awards for
a team earning their OTCH, UDX, OGM and Rally Championship)

Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
Kennel Name / In Memory Of / In Honor Of
Please make your gift out to GLOC (Please note it is for “Obedience/Rally Awards Fund”)
Mail to: Robin James, GLOC Obedience Chair, 1330 So. 44th St., Lincoln, NE 685104711 (or bring to the monthly membership meeting-give to Robin James or Evangeline Stuck).
Do Note Write Below This Line – FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Received by Awards Chair
Treasurer

Check to
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